Estimating the number of distinct values is really well-known problems in network data measurement and many effective algorithms are suggested. Recent works have built upon technique called Linear Counting to solve the estimation problem for massive sets or spreaders in small memory. Sampling is used to reduce the measurement data, and it is assumed that sampling gives bad effect on the accuracy. In this paper, however, we show that the sampling on multi-set estimation sometimes gives better results for CSE with sampling than for MCSE that examines all the packets without sampling in terms of accuracy and estimation range. To prove this, we presented mathematical analysis, conducted experiment with real data, and compared the results of CSE, MCSE, and CSES.
Introduction1 )
Among various kinds of network traffic measurements, counting items with a distinct value plays a vital role in many applications. The values can be a combination of source address, destination address, a flow or a resource address. In this paper, we focus on the spreader which has contact with numerous destination addresses. High spreader can be used by a worm, or by malware. Thus, it is important to find out the spreads or the number of †준 회 원 : 인하대학교 컴퓨터정보공학과 석사과정 † †정 There have been many research works for spreader estimation such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but these were for counting one flow. Because the number of spreads can be more than a million, the required amount of memory is still too large to be fit in a small memory. Other approaches such as [6] [7] [8] [9] The remainder of this paper is organized into 4 sections. 
Background
In this section, we review several estimation algorithms such as Linear Counting, CSE, MCSE, and CSES in order to understand our argument.
Linear Counting Algorithm
The Alg. 1. Apparently, the limitation of this method is that the space is linear to n, and thus, it may cause the waste of memory when the load factor is much smaller than the memory size. This is why Linear Counting can be adopted and used for multiple set efficiently. 
Compact Spread Estimator algorithm (CSE)
For estimating multi-spreader, if each spreader uses its own exclusive memory, then the required space will be too much. Moreover, the space is not used efficiently when the spreader is small. The solution for this problem is that the bit array for each spreader is not stored individually and explicitly but shared over the entire memory space. The group of these bits is called a virtual bit vector V. Each bit in the vector will be mapped to the memory by a hash function. The mapping process is visualized in Fig. 1 . The main advantage of CSE is that it can work on
